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Observation is a critical, but rarely mentioned skill for learning and living.
The human brain is actually wired, with “mirror neurons,” for observational learning. When we observe
someone’s actions, behaviors, emotions, and language, our brain begins to ‘see’ us not only performing those
same actions and behaviors, but also feeling the same emotions and using the same language.
We are, biologically, copycats.

If we are to maximize the benefits of this visceral tendency for personal growth and general
success, then we need to develop awareness and intention around it.
Fortunately, we are keeping you ON TRACK this month by offering the following guide:

HOW-TO DEVELOP OBSERVATIONAL SKILLS FOR LEARNING
1. Observe to Learn, Not Decide: Often we focus on passing judgment through observation 		
– someone/something is good or bad, liked or disliked. Instead, let go of criticism and focus
on learning; not details and specifics and then think about the whys and hows of those.
2. Choose Wisely: Focusing your powers of observation on what offers you the “greatest good” isn’t
as easy as it sounds. Distractions are a ’plenty and sometimes what is most tempting or 		
interesting does not, at the end of the day, offer the greatest reward.
3. Be Like Sherlock: And I quote, “You see, but you do not observe.” For example, you frequently
enter and exit buildings on campus - what events are currently being promoted on LCD 		
screens and posters? How many posters are hanging on the wall?
4. Be ‘sensical’: Employ more than your eyes, use your hands, ears, mouth, nose, and 			
gut. Everything in your environment impacts you, so become conscious of the situational
influences that too often go unregistered.
5. Think Tortoise, Not Hare: Observation cannot sprint - it is a marathon activity. Goes without
saying that our attachment to phones, apps, and the internet forces hare-like movement from
one track to the next. Observation requires we be ‘in the moment’ - wherever and whatever it
may be – which requires our brains to slow down and focus on “now.”
6. B Follows A: Observation leads to questioning, questioning leads to thinking, thinking leads to
discovery and connection and knowledge and creativity and invention and growth and purpose
and on and on.
7. Once a Student, Always a Student: Some of the best learning through observation occurs in the
least likely places, at the most unexpected times. So remember, becoming aware and 		
intentional about observation contribute to life-long learning.
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